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Professional Experience

Steve Stringer is an accomplished senior level executive with Board of Director experience at both private and 
public companies, with a specialty in IT infrastructure and telecommunications.   Steve has extensive experience 
with IT infrastructure management, IT outsourced management solutions, data prevention and protection, 
virtualization solutions, broadband communication services, and SAP implementation strategies.  Steve is a 
proven leader who has developed and deployed successful strategies at various companies who have been at 
different stages of their life cycles.  He has a breadth of experience within sales, operations, and finance. Steve is 
a Six Sigma Black Belt and has successfully deployed these principles within his organizations.  As Global Chief 
Operating Officer at GE Capital IT Solutions, he was responsible for $11 billion of revenue and over 14,000 
employees worldwide.  He has run high growth businesses as well as those requiring organizational change. 
Steve has completed and integrated over 100 acquisitions over the course of his career. 

Notable Experience

• President, CEO, and a member of the Board of Directors of MTM Technologies, Inc.  MTM is a leading 
national provider of innovative, next-generation, IT solutions.  Steve help set the strategy for an industry roll-
up and oversaw and managed subsequent stock and debt investments in the Company by private equity and 
debt holders.  After a substantial industry-wide correction, Steve restructured and refocused the business on 
its core competencies, leading to a successful recapitalization of the business.

• President and CEO of Rhythms NetConnections, Inc. After being appointed CEO of this publicly-traded 
company, Steve had to implement a series of substantial restructurings which required a bankruptcy filing to 
right-size the organization in the midst of the technological bubble/crisis that occurred in the early 2000s.   
Steve helped manage the business during the bankruptcy and helped stabilize operations.  The Company was 
eventually sold to a competitor.

• Global COO of GE Capital Information Technology Solutions.  Steve served in leadership positions at 
AmeriData before it was acquired by GE.  Steve continued to hold numerous leadership roles while at GE, 
each with increasing responsibility.  Under Steve’s leadership, IT Solutions expanded dramatically both 
through acquisitions and internal growth. Steve oversaw the implementation of SAP at the entity, which was 
the largest IT solutions project in GE Capital history.  IT Solutions reached $11 billion in revenue, which at the 
time represented 10% of the total GE revenue.  Steve was responsible for over 14,000 employees in 15 
countries and over 150 locations.

Steve is a golfer, enjoys playing and collecting guitars, and restoring classic vehicles.
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